All Through the Night. Copyright © 2008. Davis Bunn. Cover design by Paul Higdon. Cover photography by Mike Kemp/Getty Images, and William Graf Illustration. Scripture taken from the HOLY BIBLE, TODAYâ€™S NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION®. Copyright © 2001, 2005 by International Bible Society®. Used by permission of International Bible Society®. All rights reserved worldwide. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means—electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise—without the prior written permission of the publisher. As we had technical issues with printing the prior one. I hope this doesn’t cause any confusion. For those who bought it, this is the same book, different cover, and minor editors. The book is currently available. I will be reposting the original chapters as a promised thank you. Keep in mind that these are the original chapters and you may encounter a few typos, errors, etc. Also, the books are actually better. However, here you guys go. Enjoy! Chapter 1. Song Beneath The Song (Mating Ritual & Lizzy Land Mary Higgins Clark All Through The Night. 1 Prologue. There were twenty-two days to go before Christmas, but Lenny was doing his Christmas shopping early this year. Secure in the knowledge that no one knew he was there, and standing so still and quiet that he hardly could hear himself breathe, he watched from the confessional as Monsignor Ferris went about the rounds of securing the church for the night.Â He cursed silently when a floorboard in the enclosure squeaked. Through a slit in the curtain he could see the clergyman stop and tilt his head, as if listening for another sound. Sondra stood in the doorway of a townhouse across the street from the church. Book Summary. Another Christmas season mystery that will keep readers turning the pages -- all through the night. A desperate mother. Her missing child. A stolen chalice.Â Now, with All Through the Night, she once again celebrates the Christmas season with a tale of suspense that will keep readers turning the pages -- all through the night. At the center of the novel are two of Mary Higgins Clark's most beloved characters, Alvirah, the lottery winner turned amateur sleuth, and her husband, Willy, both of them caught up in a Christmas mystery that calls on all of Alvirah's deductive powers, as well as Willy's world-class common sense. The story begins when a young unmarried woman leaves her newborn child on the rectory doorstep at a church on the U